A new algorithm for variable dimension weighted universal coding is introduced. Combining the multi-codebook system of weighted universal vector quantization (WUVQ), the partitioning technique of variable dimension vector quantization, and the optimal design strategy common to both, variable dimension WUVQ allows mixture sources to be effectively carved into their component subsources, each of which can then be encoded with the codebook best matched to that source. Application of variable dimension WUVQ to a sequence of medical images provides up to 4.8 dB improvement in signal to quantization noise ratio over WUVQ and up to 11 dB improvement over a standard full-search vector quantizer followed by an entropy code. The optimal partitioning technique can likewise be applied with a collection of noiseless codes, as found in weighted universal noiseless coding (WUNC). The resulting algorithm for variable dimension WUNC is also described.
Introduction
Weighted universal vector quantizers and weighted universal noiseless codes (1, 2, 31 are tivestage codes. In each, an incoming data string is broken into supervectors, which are blocks of vectors. All of the vectors in a particular supervector are encoded with a single code. Given some collection o l codes, the encoder chooses the code that 'This material is based upon work partially supported by an ATLT Bell Laboratories Ph.D. Scholarship and by a grant from the Center for Telecommunications at Stanford. The authors would also like to thank Professor Eve Riskin Cor the use of an HP 720 donated by Hewlett Packard Laboratories. most closely matches the statistics of the vectors in the supervector at hand. The first stage of a two-stage code describes the chosen quantizer or noiseless code, and the second stage describes the data using that code. By keeping a variety of codes and allowing the code in use to change from supervector to supervector, WUVQs and WUNCs can roughly track local variation in source statistics. The expense of tracking this information is the side information necessary to describe the code used on each supervector.
(VDWUVQ) and variable dimension WUNC (VDWUNC) employ the optimal partitioning algorithm of variable dimension VQ (VDVQ) [4, 51 to break the image into variable sized supervectors in an optimal fashion. The basic algorithm proceeds as follows. An incoming data stream is partitioned into variable length supervectors. The encoder then describes these supervectors, one by one, to the decoder. To describe a supervector, the encoder first sends the length of the supervector, then describes the index of the code with which that supervector's component vectors will be encoded, and finally describes the component vectors using the chosen code. The optimal partition is the partition that minimizes the overall distortion subject to a constraint on the rate, which now includes the rate associated with describing the length of each supervector. The employment of optimally chosen supervectors of variable sizes allows the VDWUVQ to better carve the data into its component subsources, each of which is then encoded separately by an encoder matched to that source.
Section 2 reviews the basic WUVQ and WUNC algorithms. The VDWUVQ and VDWUNC algorithms are then described in section 3. The final section presents results achieved by applying the VDWUVQ algorithm to a set of medical images. While both fixed-and variable-rate versions of VDWUVQ and VDWUNC are possible, this paper focuses on the variable-rate case.
While WUVQ and WUNC use fixed supervector lengths, variable dimension WUVQ 2 The WUVQ and WUNC Algorithms Given a class, A, of process measures and a distribution over that class, a weighted universal code is a sequence of block codes for which the expected performance over all 0 E A approaches, with increasing block size, the theoretically optimal expected performance. To be more exact, let { X i } be a random process with alphabet X and process measure PO, 0 E A, and let p" o 9" be a length-n block code with encoder an : X" --+ S and decoder p" : S --+ X " , where S c {0,1}* is a binary prefix code, lan(rn)l is the length of the code for z", and k is the reproduction alphabet. In weighted universal quantization, k is not required to equal X , X may be uncountably infinite, and p"(an(zn)) = 2" with distortion dn(zn, 2") = ,Ci dl(zi, si), where, &(zj,&) is an additive fidelity criterion. In noiseless coding, X = X , X is finite or countably infinite, and ,P(a"(z")) = zn for all zn E X . A weighted universal source code is a sequence of block codes {(a",P")} such that for each 0 E A there exists a corresponding sequence of points {(Rn,o, Dn,e)} on the graph of the nth order
operational distortion-rate function for Po for which the per letter "rate" redundancy and the per-letter "distortion" redundancy each go to zero in expectation with respect to a probability measure (weighting) on 8.
Notice that the distortion redundancy requirement is trivially satisfied for all noiseless codes.
In [6] , Neuhoff, Gray, and Davisson show that a weighted universal source code can be constructed from a sequence of multi-codebook vector quantizers; in [l], Chou develops an algorithm for the design of weighted universal vector quantizers, which are locally optimal multi-codebook vector quantizers for weighted universal source coding; and in [7] , Chou and Effros provide bounds on the rates at which the expected rate and distortion redundancies go to zero for WUVQ. Two-stage universal noiseless codes were earlier developed in [SI and [9] . In this section we describe WUVQs and WUNCs and the algorithm by which they can be optimally designed.
The WUVQ and WUNC algorithms [l, 2, 31 treat the optimal design of twostage weighted universal vector quantizers and noiseless coders. In both cases, the first stage of the system is a "quantizer" which maps the input space of possible data vectors to the output space of possible block codes; the chosen second-stage block code then maps the data vector to the output space of possible reproductions. In universal variable-rate quantization the block codes are variable-rate quantizers, while in universal noiseless coding, these block codes are block noiseless codes. -stage description of yi,j, and dl(y;,j, P i ( a i ( y i , j ) ) ) is the distortion incurred by using the block code indexed by 5 on y;,j. The distortion is always zero in noiseless coding. The total distortion and rate associated with encoding supervector y; (a block of n I-vectors) with codebook B are and For two-stage noiseless codes and two-stage variable-rate quantizers, S and Si are Huffman codes matched to the probabilities of the block codes and codewords, respectively.
Two-stage source codes are designed using an extension of the generalized Lloyd algorithm to minimize K Jx(y;, s")l(qYi)=s") i=l jES on a training sequence, where 1(A) is 1 if statement A is true and 0 otherwise, the Lagrangian functional Jx is defined as and X is the Lagrange multiplier. In noiseless coding, where the distortion is always equal to zero, X is chosen to equal one, so that Jx equals the total rate. In variablerate vector quantization, nonnegative X values are chosen based on the desired final rate of the system. The optimization process consists of a nested descent algorithm in which the Lloyd algorithm's nearest neighbor and centroid conditions are employed on both stages of the system. In the first-stage quantizer, satisfying the nearest neighbor condition means mapping each supervector to the codebook that will best encode that supervector's component vectors. In the second stage, satisfying the nearest neighbor condition means mapping each vector to the best codeword. In both cases, "best" is measured by the functional Jx. By satisfying the centroid condition, we optimize the decoder for a given encoder. The first-stage quantizer meets this condition by redesigning each codebook in its collection of codebooks to match the statistics of the data mapped to that codebook. Each second-stage decoder likewise meets this condition by redesigning each of its codewords to match the data mapped to it.
3 The VDWUVQ and VDWUNC Algorithms VDWUVQ and VDWUNC are two-stage coding systems where the length of the supervectors is allowed to vary. An incoming data sequence, xi,. . . , zfv, is broken into supervectors of varying length, say yl,. . . , y~, of lengths Iyll,. . . , l y~l vectors.
The number of supervectors and their lengths are subject only to the constraint that the sum of the lengths must equal the initial data length (xi lyil = N ) . Using xiN to denote the sequence zi, . . . xh, let {y;} 4 zi" mean that {y;} partitions xi" and satisfies the above constraint. Since the supervector length is allowed to vary, it must be described to the decoder along with the first-and second-stage code information. The encoder thus uses an entropy code y to describe that length to the decoder, where Iy(n)l is the rate associated with describing a supervector length of n. Notice that if Iy(.)l is zero for length n and infinity otherwise, VDWUVQ and VDWUNC will behave exactly like WUVQ and WUNC. Thus VDWUVQ and VDWUNC can only exceed their predecessors in performance, but they do so at the expense of the additional complexity necessary for obtaining the optimal partition.
The optimal design algorithm for VDWUVQs and VDWUNCs is again a variation on the generalized Lloyd algorithm, which iteratively achieves descent on the weighted sum of the total distortion and rate Optimize each block code for fixed {y;}, y, Cy, and S . This is accomplished for each B E S by iteratively optimizing a;,@;, and S,-until convergence, where the optimal encoder, decoder, and prefix code respectively satisfy the following three conditions. (Note that the change to the decoder has no effect in the case of noiseless coding.) 
4.
Iterate steps 1-3 until convergence.
The optimal partition in step 1 of the above described algorithm is accomplished using the dynamic programming argument of VDVQ [ While partitioning and encoding have been described as separate processes, they can be accomplished simultaneously (at the expense of greater storage requirements) by tracking not only the optimal performance and last supervector length at each time n but also the encoding information for that supervector.
Experimental Results
We here compare the performance of VDWUVQ with that of WUVQ and standard full-search VQ. The data sequence considered contains 25 magnetic resonance (MR) brain scans at an original 9 bpp. The first 20 images are used for training and the final 5 are used for testing. All of the vector quantizers use vectors of dimension 2 x 2 and the vectors are ordered according to a Peano scan (e.g., [lo] ). The supervectors in VDWUVQ are allowed to contain up to 16 vectors while the WUVQ has a constant supervector size of 4. All multi-codebook systems consisted of at most 256 codebooks, each with no more than 4 codewords. Figure 2 shows the performance of variable-rate VDWUVQ and WUVQ with varying values of X and the performance of standard full-search VQ. All rates are reported in terms of entropy. Signal to quantization noise ratio (SQNR) is calculated
where D is the current distortion, Do is the zero rate distortion of a standard full-search VQ, and all distortion is measured by the squared error fidelity criterion. VDWUVQ shows its greatest improvement over WUVQ at very low rates, below .1 bpp, with an SQNR up to 4.8 dB higher. Both VDWUVQ and WUVQ achieve their greatest gains over standard full-search VQ at slightly higher rates. rate Figure 2 : VDWUVQ, WUVQ, and standard full-search VQ on medical test sequence.
... variable-rate VDWUVQ with maximum supervector size 256, -variable-rate VDWUVQ with maximum supervector size 16, --variable-rate WUVQ, -.-standard full-search VQ followed by an entropy code VDWUVQ shows up to 11 dB improvement over standard VQ. Allowing supervector lengths up to 256 vectors improves performance by about another dB at the expense of increased computation. Figure 3 compares the images resulting from quantizing the data at around .2 bpp, while figure 4 demonstrates the sizes and shapes of the supervectors used by the VDWUVQ algorithm in the previous figure. 
